
Screen and lens protective foil Telesin for GoPro Hero 9 / H Ref: 6972860171364
Screen and lens protective foil Telesin for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11 (GP-FLM-902)

Telesin GP-FLM-902 protective foil for GoPro Hero 9/ Hero 10 / Hero 11 camera screens and lens
Get  comprehensive  protection  for  your  GoPro  sports  camera.  The  Telesin  GP-FLM-902 kit  includes protective  foil  for  both  screens  and
lens to effectively protect them from damage. You also do not have to worry about loss of image quality or impaired use of the camera -
the product is designed in such a way that it is still possible to operate it smoothly by touch.
 
Ideally matched to your camera
Enjoy reliable protection of your equipment.  The protective foil  adheres perfectly to the screens and lens and is also easy to install.  It
stands out for its perfect fit also at the edges. It does not stick out and is extremely pleasant to the touch. What's more, the method used
in the production process allows to cut out the entire element in one go, thus avoiding any imperfections visible on the foil.
 
Reliable, all-around protection
No more need to buy protection for both screen and lens separately. In the GP-FLM-902 kit, you'll find everything you need to give your
camera comprehensive protection. The foil is extremely durable and incredibly resistant to scratches and other types of damage. It has
also been coated with a special electrostatic coating.
 
Image quality as good as before
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The protective foil has a transmittance of 99%, which ensures lossless, excellent image quality. Your photos and videos will continue to
impress with their natural, vivid colors and rich detail, and the content displayed on your screens will be as clear and legible as before.
 
Smooth touch operation
Concerned that after sticking the foil to the touchscreen, the camera operation will no longer be as smooth and easy as before? Don't be!
You  will  still  enjoy  convenient  access  to  all  the  functions  of  your  device.  With  just  a  gentle  touch,  you  can  start  recording  or  change
settings. Telesin ensures not only the safety of your GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11, but also an unparalleled user experience.
 
In the box
Protective foil for GoPro Hero 9/Hero 10/ Hero 11 front screen
Protective foil for GoPro Hero 9/Hero 10/ Hero 11 rear screen
Protective foil for GoPro Hero 9/Hero 10/ Hero 11 lens
Cleaning cloth
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-FLM-902
Material
Protective foil
Dimensions of protective foil for front display
30x30mm
Dimensions of protective foil for lens
27x27mm
Dimensions of protective foil for rear display
61.5x40.8mm

Preço:

€ 5.01

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Accessories  GoPro
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